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VERTICAL MUSUEM

All over the world major museums have bowed to the infl uence of Disney and become theme 
parks in their own right. The past, whether Renaissance Italy or ancient Egypt, is reassimi-
lated and homogenized into its most digestible form. Desperate for the new, but disappointed 
with anything but the familiar, we recolonize the past and future. The same trend can be seen 
in personal relationships, in the way people are expected to package themselves, their emo-
tions and sexuality in attractive and instantly appealing forms.
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1  AGENDA

The brief of the semester is to design a Vertical Museum in Hong Kong.   The semester will be divided into 
three parts. In the fi rst part you will produce a publication, which we will take and present in HK analyzing 
the two words of the studio: Vertical/Museum.  The second part will be the fi eld trip to HK for 5 days where 
we will analyze and investigate a given site.  In the fi nal part of the semester we will focus on design indi-
vidual projects.

Phase 1  Publication

The studio will be divided into 4 parts; working in teams of 2/3 you will research a specifi c topic from the 
below list:

Museums I >   Typologies and Programmatic Layouts
   Types of museums, case studies: from art galleries to national museums
   From Leeum to MOMA, plans and details of how the buildings work

Museums II>   Museum Evolution
   From the fi rst institution till now, a chronological history
   The role of commercial spaces and culture, vis-à-vis Louvre.

Verticality >   Analysis of vertical typologies
   Cores and structural systems to be employed in towers and skyscrapers
   Case studies of vertical museums, Roppongi Hills Tokyo

Temporality >  The museum as an institution is by defi nition monumental.
   How can this solidity be broken down
   Can temporary uses be introduced, NEW ASSOCIATIONS

Note:
The book will have a fi xed format and design which all will have to follow.  We will discuss the layout 
together before fi xing the design.  Drawings and diagrams will be the main output for this task.  Black and 
white images only.

Phase 2  Hong Kong

We will go to HK from the 15-20 and will be working I Hong Kong University.  While in HK we will also 
have a workshop with HKU students.  During this period you will again be working in teams.  The universi-
ty will support money towards your travel.

Phase 3  Project

The objective of the studio is to create a building through experimentation. Though a process of models and 
images you will create your own museum.  The assessment will be based on a fi nal model at 1:50.
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2  SCHEDULE

Week 1  Research Publication > Teams
Week 2  
Week 3  
Week 4

------  

Week 5  Design Marathon > Teams *
Week 6

------

Week 7  Trip to HK
   Mid Term Review in HK
------

Week 8  Project Development > Individual 
Week 9
Week 10
Week 11
Week 12
Week 13
Week 14
Week 15
Week 16  Final Review

Note:
Th e design Marathon is where the individual teams propose a design for a vertical museum, based on the 
information gathered, without a site.  In other words a system for a new TYPE of museum,


